
Vineyards:  In 1997 Butch and Jerry Milbrandt planted their first grapevines in Eastern Washington’s Columbia Valley 
AVA. At first glance, Eastern Washington is not your typical wine country. It’s a remote, windswept, high desert dotted 
with sagebrush and tumbleweeds. It also holds some of the most breath-taking terrain, ranging from deep river gorges 
to vast mountain ranges and undulating hills formed by Ice Age floods and ancient volcanoes.
Sundance is one of the oldest vineyards on the Wahluke Slope, planted in 1997. The site is topsoil over gravel, sand 
and broken down basalt with more caliche than other sites in the Wahluke. The vineyard, because of its aspect, is also 
a later ripening site allowing for great concentration.
Northridge is Koehler loamy fine sand over cemented silica; ancient pre-flood soils, a very unique 92 acre site on the 
Wahluke Slope. Planted in 2003. 

Technical Information:
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Tasting Notes:  Complex and brooding. Black cherry, plum, fresh herbs and cool earth completing the plushness 
with an elegant, long lingering finish that expresses minerality and wet stone. Classy and edgy, this is one for the ages.  
                     —Charles Smith 

Yield: 2.5 tons per acre
Sorting: 1 time
Yeasts: Native
Treatment: Punch down
Malolactic Fermentation: yes
Ageing: 11 months in French Burgundy Barrels, 25% New
Fining: none

Total Production: 1660 cases
Release date: January 2013
Alcohol: 14%
Total Acid: .62
pH: 3.63
Residual Sugar: none

2011 K Syrah “Milbrandt” — Wahluke Slope

Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate, 92pts (2009 vintage)
“...this displays a surprising sense of freshness and vivacity, its bright cherry fruit mingled with licorice and tinged 
with orange peel as well as suffused with smoked meat and clean, marrow-rich red meat juiciness...texturally rather 
spare but utterly intriguing as well as penetrating and energetic it will hopefully settle down to become more nuanced 
and texturally alluring over the next 6-8 yrs, but it is in its distinctive present way already impressive, not to mention its 
representing excellent value.”

Elevage:  2011 made some of the most distinct and awesome wines that we can remember. It was a cool and long 
vintage and we were able to leave the fruit out to hang and develop an exceptional depth and complexity.


